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As a consultant to Corplan, you summarized 
your findings (below). What priority steps will 
you recommend and why?

PRODUCTION LINE A
 Producing Widget (a well-known brand) for 

the last 15 years under a foreign license
 Workers are expert practitioners in TQM
 Plant A Director attended a KM course and is 

a KM advocate; he is open to innovation; he 
also acts as quality adviser to the CEO

 Plant A is ready for ISO certification but 
Plant B is not

 Widget is responsible for 55% of revenues; 
demand has been steady over last few years

MARKETING/SALES
 Knows Widget market very well
 There are some problems with Bidgo C, but 

sales of Bidgos A and B are growing fast
 High staff turnover: 35% per year
 Little communication between Sales staff, 

After-Sales Service Staff, internal R&D Unit 
and outsourced R&D projects staffs

 Sales bonus effective for motivating sales 
but not for attending to customer feedback

PRODUCTION LINE B
 Produces locally-designed Bidgos A, B and C, 

which account for 45% of revenues
 Demands for Bidgos are growing quite fast,

and projected to account for 80-90% of 
revenues in 2-3 years

 Plant B is located 10 km from Plant A and 
head office; frequent delays in physical
transfer of documents

 Started 3 years ago
 Most staff are young or new; some came 

from Plant A including the Plant B Director
 Some staff took KM course in the university
 Plant B Director is weak in taking initiatives
 Some production steps are similar between 

Plants
 Little interaction between Plant A and B 

workers
 Bidgo C production not yet standardized; 

also suffers frequent production delays

CEO and CORPORATE PLANNING
 Company produces Widget and Bidgos A-C
 CEO-owner is unsure about the benefits of 

KM but willing to listen to Director of Plant A
 CEO is increasingly concerned with some 

vulnerabilities of Plant B
 Head of Corporate Planning is young, MBA 

graduate; nephew of CEO; pushes for new 
product development to complement Widget

R&D UNIT
 Small in-house staff responsible for product 

design/redesign
 Working on possible new product (Bidgo D)
 R&D of possible Bidgos E and F is 

outsourced to a local technical university

AFTER-SALES SERVICE
 Many staff are experienced
 The idea behind Bidgo B was proposed by a 

senior staff
 They claim Bidgo C has design weaknesses
 Assigned to different geographic areas
 Each has GPRS-equipped (for Internet 

access) company-supplied cellphone
 A number of experienced staff may be 

retiring or moving elsewhere in the next 1-2 
years

IT AND HR SUPPORT
 Intranet plan is being drawn up
 HR head is concerned with high turnover in 

Marketing/Sales and some signs of 
increasing turnover at Plant B

 Both IT and HR heads want to study KM first 
before they try any KM project or tool


